
Thegem treasures of Russia were one of the important catalysts for the

development of domestic mineralogy in 18–19th centuries. A vivid il-

lustration of the broad popularity of minerals is the unexpected use of

drawings and names of minerals on the pages of the famous "ABC Book" by

Elisabeth M. Boehm.

Elisabeth (Elizaveta Merkuryevna) Boehm (1843–1914) – a graduate from the

Drawing School at the Imperial Society for the Encouragement of the Arts, was one

of the first woman artists with a professional education in Russia. Her teachers were

I.N. Kramskoy, outstanding artist, and the draftsmans P.P. Chistyakov, A.E. Beide-

man, and L. Premazzi. Study from these renowned graphic and watercolor artists

opened to the aspiring painter the world of graphic arts.

Creative career of E.M. Boehm included a number of independent and illustrative

art projects that allowed her to become one of the brightest representatives of the so-

called "Russian style" – the national-romantic trend in Russian art, which spanned

the last third of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th century. Over the years of her
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career, Boehm illustrated fifteen books, including works by Ivan Turgenev,

Leo Tolstoy, Ivan Krylov, Vsevolod Garshin, Nikolai Leskov, and collections of

Russian folk fairytales1. In her illustrations, the main characters were children,

often dressed in the clothes of knights, boyars, and peasants. These sentimental

images inevitably excited a lively emotional interest of the public.

The growing popularity of E.M. Boehm greatly benefitted from the capabilities

of lithography, which developed in Russia in the 19th century and made it possi-

ble to reproduce not only silhouette images, but also watercolors with a high res-

olution. The wide distribution of Boehm’s illustrations at the beginning of the

20th century led to numerous imitations.

One of the last brilliant work of this artist was the design of the "ABC Book". This

project was initiated by the order of the I.S. Lapin’s Russian-French publishing

house in Paris, which was widely known for his extensive publishing activities.

Lapin’s company produced both artistic postcards and luxurious books, which

also included “ABC” by E.M. Boehm.

Envisioned as a series of five issues (only four issues were published), the “ABC”

was put in production in December 1913. Chromolithographed alphabet pages

were glued onto expensive paper, with each image accompanied by witty com-

mentary.

The limited edition as well as the military and revolutionary upheavals could

have left this book in oblivion, collectors note. However, already in the 1920s,

the “ABC” (“Azbuka”) was printed in the form of postcard sets in Prague. The ad-

dress side of each postcard included names in several languages2. Another edition of

the "ABC" postcards refers to the post-war period. In late 1940s, the postcards were

printed in New York by the initiative of N.N. Martyanov (1894–1984), the first-

wave emigrant and the publisher of desk and tear-off calendars, and Russian lit-

erature, which were in great demand among Russian emigrants in the United

States3.

The source of inspiration for the artist, apparently, was the 1877 publication of

the facsimile edition of the “Letters of the Slovenian Language”. The reference to

this source was included in the first edition of Lapin's “ABC”. This alphabet

scroll from the collection of the Imperial Public Library was most likely used as

a calligraphy reference book4. This publication introduced Elisabeth to the

whimsical graphics of the 17th century hand-written characters.

The general layout of all the “ABC” pages included the letter character with

many variants of its graphic interpretation, the main plot (related to the page

title or topic) and several auxiliary plots: historical objects or artefacts of peasant

life, ancient Russian coins – “drawings for each of the letters were adhering, when-

ever possible, to the spirit of that epoch or tale"5.

Another element of the page design – the headpiece – is of special interest to us.

Here, "Siberian stones were selected for every letter of the alphabet"5. A small

image of a mineral, apparently influenced by the illustrations from mineralogi-

cal handbooks and atlases, was accompanied by a stylized caption. The choice of

minerals and their names is interesting in its variety. Thus, some of the images

presented well-known minerals and rocks, which included gems – emerald,

pearls, turquoise, rubies, sapphire – which are often found in the descriptions of

the Tsar Treasures of the Armoury Chamber of the Moscow Kremlin.

Postcards set courtesy provided
by collectors Monika and Herb Obodda,
now it is in collection of
Gail & Jim Spann.

Design of pages 68–75:
Dmitriy A. Kilpio.

Photo on pages 69, 71, 73, 75:
Michael B. Leybov.
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on page 68: Amethyst. 17 x 12 cm.
Chala mine, Spachievo ore field, Mineralni
Bani Municipality, Haskovo Province, Bulgaria.
Collection and photo: Albert Russ.

on page 69: Dioptase. 13 x 9.5 cm. Altyn-Tyube,
Kazakhstan. Collection: B.A. Yatskevich.

on page 70: Pearl faceted (artist Victor Tuzlukov).
Tahiti French Polynesia. 1.8 сm.
Collection: Gail and Jim Spann. Photo: Tom Spann.

on page 71: Precious opal (‘Yowah nut’). 6 x 4 cm.
Koroit, Queensland, Australia.
Specimen: Robert Sielecki, Ausrox.

on page 73: Phenakite сrystal. 3 cm. Ural Emerald
Mines, Urals. Specimen by Vladimir A. Pelepenko.

on page 75: Cluster of quartz (ancient name is
yuga) crystals (11 x 26 x 12 cm, Dauphine, France)
from Dmitriy I. Mendeleev collection, Museum of
the Mineralogy Department, St. Petersburg State
University No. 590/2689 (published with permis-
sion of Galina F. Anastasenko).

1. The title page of the "ABC" set of postcards.

2. Screensaver of the "ABC" set of postcards.

3. One of the pages describing
the "ABC" set of postcards.
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